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Pages 14 and 15 Internal BCLC emails. I provided some background to BCLC communications some of the
questions arising from the Van Sun reports. I admit that BCLC had limited analysis capicity on $20 bills. I
also point to the potential conflict (with Fintrac) of having a prescribed $ limit (which was one of the first
German interim recommendations) rather than a risk based approach. I suggested a mix of both strategies
in my Sept 8, 2015 report to Rob Kroeker. (which you have a copy)
I heard murmurs in 2017 that the casino industry may legally challenge the Ministry on the interim
recommendation around the $10K threshold because of the impact to revenue, particularly as law
enforcement have been unable to get a successful criminal prosecutions related to the buy in funds.
Page 18 email re an offer of hockey tickets by BCLC to GPEB and ADM.
3. I have put together a timeline of events leading up to the commission of the German Report
Early 2017 Sam Cooper submits FOI on gaming industry. It will eventually also include MNP report as well
as other damning reports.
Aug 2017 - I tip off Cooper to a NOC re: Sidaway Road, Richmond address
Aug 18 Cooper runs VC article re: above titled: "B.C. government trying to seize Richmond mansion
claiming it was used for violent crime and money laundering"
Sept 12 - Cooper and I meet in Victoria. Around Sept 14,15 I share information with him.Shortly after
Cooper starts reaching out to govt for info and has a phone conversation with David Eby around the release
of the MNP report. At this time Cooper tells Eby he has industry sources and knows about Paul Jin.
Sept 20 - 1759 hrs Bud Smith email re MNP release. Flurry of emails from BCLC and Ministry
Sept 21 - 0800 hrs BCLC teleconference call with AG. Later than day emails exchanged between AG,
BCLC and GPEB
Sept 22 - Govt releases MNP report publicly and announces a review coming up shortly .
Sept 25 - AG holds briefing with AG, GPEB and JIGIT (document attached)
Sept 28 - German announced as reviewer. Some time after this the AG was advised of German's potential
conflicts of interest by a former Solicitor General and Chief of Police in relation to IGET and others.
Dec 1 - (Van sun story) AG states "he will never forget his first meeting with the gaming enforcement
branch when he became AG "last summer"...…."get ready we are going to blow your mind"
The actions between Sept 20 and 28 support my belief that the initial German review was primarily a
response to the release of the MNP report to Cooper and many of the subsequent findings of that report
were as a result of what was being released in the media through 2017 and 2018.
4. This morning there was a story in the Vancouver Sun https://vancouversun.com/news/localnews/province-files-another-lawsuit-against-assets-of-alleged-money-launderer-paul-jin I refer to the
following passage.
The obvious question in my mind then and now remains: If you ban someone based on their association to
organized crime and loan sharking,
how is it he and his associates were able to make a further 140
cash deliveries totalling $23.5 million over 3 years. My position has always been it was
pointless to ban
someone as they then just go offsite or someone else fills the void. To be truly effective you need to question the player
bringing in the
cash and that did not happen until late summer 2015 after my conversation with Calvin
CHRUSTIE on July 22.
5. Earlier this month I finally responded to Associate Deputy Minister Doug Scott's letter of August 2019. I
have attached it for your information. Mr. Scott was assigned by the AG to deal with me and my
ombudsperson complaint against the office of the AG. You might note one of the recipients of the "hockey
ticket" email include Mr.Scott who was GM of GPEB between 2010-2013. As GM he signed of f on the
GPEB 2012 annual report which led to a police services investigations into integrity related matters. Again
this was raised by me during 2013/2014 when I put together a report.
Lastly, the primary reason my family is moving because of the negative impact to our lives and by extension
those of my extended family and friends. I have been unable to find meaningful employment in this province
so to support my family I need to leave. I have to leave behind 11 years in this country in large part due to
the actions taken against me by government and its officials who did not want their dirty secret outed and
only did so after incredible media and public pressure which I was the catalyst. These are the people who
directly or indirectly benefited from dirty money or did nothing to stop it and would like nothing more to
destroy my reputation. I have already experienced it.
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Mr McGowan, I believe you probably have a fairly good grasp on the depth of money laundering on this
province and who the bad actors are. I wish you well in your endeavours. I am still prepared to be an inquiry
witness if required and it is logistically possible.
Regards
Ross Alderson

4 attachments
170925 Eby-Gaming-Briefing.pdf
523K
19-048 Record.pdf
142K
Summary of FOI.pdf
8890K
Letter to DSScott_FINAL200115.pdf
154K
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Gmail - Lunch Dec 27

Dear Bal, Daryl and Kris,

I am emailing you to notify you that I have resigned from BCLC.
Apparently, it was announced today internally anyway which was not my preference on how it was to be delivered to you..
As you know I have been absent for several months now during what has clearly been a difficult time for the industry, and all
those involved.
I want you all to know that I have missed you all, but now its time for the next exciting phase of my life.
I could not have asked for a better management team and it was always the great folks of the AML and Investigations
departments, and you guys in particular, who made me want to come to work every day. Unfortunately other factors
eventually took their toll and I am sorry I let you down in that regard.
Continue doing what you do best with the strength, ability, compassion and integrity that you all bring to the job and you will
continue to be successful.
Thank you for letting me share the laughs..... and the occasional JDLR moments
Please pass on my best to all the others, even Bill:)
It was my honor to be part of your teams.
Have a great Christmas and New Years with your families
I am open to contact on this email address

Regards
Ross

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
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Gmail - Fwd: Follow up to Nov 29 meeting -CONFIDENTIAL

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling acvies went back into health care, educaon and
community groups in B.C.
[Quoted text hidden]

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
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This was the email from Isherwood in March. I subsequently met with RCMP and told them what I knew which was very
little
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Isherwood, Herb"
Date: March 2, 2018 at 11:59:33 AM PST
To: 'Ross Alderson'
Subject: RCMP inquiry
[Quoted text hidden]
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I had hoped to learn a great deal about investigation work from my colleagues here and to
benefit from the decades of policing experience around me, but there doesn't seem to be much
actual investigation work happening. Over the months that I worked in Enforcement, the only
files I received or saw my colleagues receive were incident reports from the casinos that we
were tasked with summarizing and filing away. I'm now the one person "in charge" of all reports
of suspicious financial transactions in casinos in the Lower Mainland, but my mandate is to
record summary information from the service providers' report and then archive the file. I'm told
we don't have the resources to actually investigate the transactions. As people keep saying
since I started here, maybe one day things will change but it will be a slow process if it ever
happens.

There seem to be several indicators that money laundering is occurring with the passive
complicity (at least) of the casino operators, but when I've brought some of these topics up to
our executive management and suggested actions we could take, they've made it clear that
they don't want to risk bothering the service providers, with whom they are trying to cultivate a
positive relationship. In fact, the only actual investigations and enforcement actions we take
seem to be those where the casino is the victim and specifically directs us in what to do. For
example, we'll get a call from a casino which has caught an employee stealing and wants us to
make the arrest. We'll ask the casino management when and how they want the arrest to be
made (e.g. tomorrow night at the gaming table in front of other employees with a perp walk
requested across the gaming floor) and then we'll go in and do what they've asked. We don't
liaise with Crown or try to ensure that appropriate charges will be laid or that substantive
prosecutions are possible based on the evidence we gather -- as our Director has told us,
arrests are our metric; convictions are someone else's problem.

I think the public would be shocked to learn that GPEB investigators are almost entirely tasked
with investigation and enforcement where the casino is the victim. In fact, when any report is
received involving suspicious financial activity, it is removed from the list of reports to be
assigned for investigation. Until this week, I thought that some investigation of these reports
must be going on behind the scenes, but have now confirmed that this is not the case.

I had thought that we would be investigating the dirty money directly and then flexing our
regulatory authority to make sure the casinos weren't complicit in accepting it. Yet even where
casinos are clearly not following basic AML procedures, we have been told to ignore it. Neither
is GPEB really set up to try to tackle AML issues. I have found no one in Enforcement or
management who has any AML training or experience, and although we have one person in
the organization who has relevant language abilities (Mandarin and Cantonese mostly), it is
only one person and they are not in an investigative role. That leaves us basically ignorant of
how money-laundering works and how to investigate it, and essentially unable to communicate
with the people involved. Several of my colleagues are convinced that the government has no
actual interest in reducing money laundering in BC casinos and that GPEB is not operating in
good faith. I don't share their cynicism because I can see that there are good people working
here, but it is getting increasingly difficult to explain why nothing is being done.

Perhaps the German report is part of the problem. The government acted strongly on
German's recommendations, but German's approach seems to have contained a serious flaw
when it came to evaluating the role of the service providers. The major recommendation from
the report which is driving change is the one to establish a 24/7 casino police force presence.
Since forming an actual police force was a non-starter, the decision seems to have been made
to create a pseudo-police force (i.e. a force of SPC's who are former police). Since there's very
little for them to actually do on the floor of casinos, I'd say we probably provide more of a twohour-a-day presence split across two casinos than a twenty-four-hour-a-day presence in all of
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the five major casinos. The "presence" is provided in plainclothes, though, so it's often only the
casino surveillance team that's even aware that GPEB investigators are on site. I've been on
many of these patrol shifts with senior Gaming Investigators where no contact of any sort was
made with casino staff -- the "patrol" consists of eating dinner in the casino's restaurant. On
these nights, frankly, the cash cage could have been held up at gunpoint an hour earlier and
we'd have no idea. So much for "presence".

German strangely failed to find any indication that the casinos were aware that the hundreds of
millions of dollars of bundled $20s they'd been accepting were suspicious in nature. He did
them the tremendous favour of concluding that they were the "unwitting" victims of money
laundering, rather than accomplices profiting from the crime. German was able to come to this
surprising conclusion, famously, without interviewing Walter Soo, the GCC executive who was
central in bringing Chinese "whale" gamblers to Vancouver where they played with dirty money,
who has been associated with Asian Organized Crime extensively in the media, and who was
(is?) a colleague of Peter German's on the board of the Richmond Olympic Oval. Maybe that's
corruption; maybe it's just bad optics. Either way, I've read the German report three times and
still can't see how he could have come up with that conclusion.

The problem is that as I get to see more and more of a dysfunctional government response to
this crisis, it's harder to tell whether the attempt is being made in good faith and needs support,
or whether the attempt is being made in bad faith and is intended to fail.

I truly hope the Public Inquiry will delve deeply into the money laundering scandal and that real
change will result from it. I hope your efforts to bring proper attention to this issue continue to
bear fruit. For my part, I'm going to stay on here for a while longer looking for some way to
make a difference. Everyone keeps saying that things will change here eventually. There's a
program in the Public Service that allows employees to try another role for a six-month period,
and I plan to sign up for that. I think there's a real risk of burning out due to frustration (as
several others have already) before the slow pace of government catches up with new
initiatives. So possibly my best bet is to check out another area of government for half a year,
then check back in with GPEB to see if they're doing anything substantive yet. There are, as
I've said, good people here and it would be a dream to work with them on tackling money
laundering in casinos.
Maybe one day.

Yours truly,
Sam Taylor

On Sat, Mar 2, 2019 at 12:34 PM Fred Pinnock

wrote:

Congratulations Sam….I am in no way surprised.

Go kick some ass mister. You’re a good man.

Fred
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From: Samuel Taylor
Sent: March 2, 2019 12:08 PM
To: Fred Pinnock
Subject: [E!] Re: Re: Re: GPEB gaming investigator
Hi Fred,

Just wanted to let you know I got the job at GPEB. I was sworn in as a Special Provincial
Constable yesterday and I'll actually start work on the 11th.

I appreciate your support and I'll let you know how it goes.

Yours truly,
Sam Taylor

On Sun, Jan 13, 2019 at 8:24 PM Fred Pinnock

wrote:

Super, Sam…thanks and no surprise that things went well. If I hear from them I will let you
know.

All the Best…Fred

From: Samuel Taylor
Sent: January 13, 2019 2:20 PM
To: Fred Pinnock
Subject: [E!] Re: Re: GPEB gaming investigator
Hi Fred,
Just got back to Canada from holiday vacation in Wales. I had my GPEB interview on
Tuesday by video conference and I think it went well. Richard and Cary were very nice, as
you said.
I've given you as a reference so do let me know if you hear from them! I'm on the edge of
my seat :)
Thanks again.

Yours truly,
Sam Taylor
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On Sun, Jan 6, 2019 at 3:14 PM Fred Pinnock

wrote:

Excellent Sam, and yes my cell is the same.

I had lunch in July with a senor GPEB manager, Bob Stewart, who expressed concern
about corruption within BC’s gaming compliance community. I expected that more
resources would be committed to GPEB upon the release of Peter German’s report.
Good to see that they have attracted top level talent within their pool of applicants.

You can expect that I will sing your praises if I receive a call. Mike feels the same about
you. Feel free to include his name and number (604.258.8364) among your
references.

I look forward to our paths crossing one day, hopefully next summer. We’ve now
completed our 1000 sq ft deck, so the view is amazing and it’s no longer a construction
zone.

Best of luck…Fred

From: Samuel Taylor
Sent: January 6, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Fred Pinnock
Subject: [E!] Re: GPEB gaming investigator
Hey Fred,

Thanks so much. As always, you are very kind and I will certainly use you as a
reference. Are you still at 604-619-5767 and may I give them that number for reference
purposes?

Yes, GPEB would be an interesting move for me, if they'll have me. We haven't gotten
to the stage where I get to ask them any questions about the position yet, so I'm not
entirely sure what I'm getting into, but I gather that they're making some changes in
response to Dr. German's report and that creating some new positions is part of it. I'm
hoping that I'll be able to pursue my passion for investigation work and that my casino
experience will be an asset.

So glad that you're able to work out of your home office. It does sound idyllic. I'm not
sure when the wife and I will get out to the Okanagan next, but would love to visit you
when we do.

Cheers,
Sam
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On Sat, Jan 5, 2019 at 10:37 AM Fred Pinnock

wrote:

Hey Sam, and Happy New Year sir.

An interesting move for you. Cary and Richard are both good guys…I know them
both from policing days. I don’t know Catherine.

Please mention that I’d be happy to act as a reference for you.

And yes, Naramata is still the best thing we’ve done. I’m sitting here in my home
office as we speak.

Good luck with the interview, and let me know if I can be of any assistance.

Best…Fred

From: Samuel Taylor
Sent: January 5, 2019 10:34 AM
To: Fred Pinnock
Subject: [E!] GPEB gaming investigator
Hi Fred,

I've applied for a position as a gaming investigator at GPEB and cleared the initial
hurdles, so I have an interview with them on Tuesday morning. I thought I'd reach out
to you to see if you had thoughts to share on the restructuring of GPEB and on Dr.
German's report.

I was also curious if you knew any of the panel I'll be interviewing with -- Richard Akin,
Catherine Holder, and Cary Skrine?

Hope all is well with you. Are you getting to spend much time living the good life in
Naramata these days?

Yours truly,
Sam Taylor
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Yours truly,

David Eby, QC
Attorney General
546714
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